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Abstract
Conventional off-chip voltage regulators are typically bulky and slow, and are inefficient at exploiting system and workload variability using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS). On-die integration of voltage regulators has the potential to increase the energy efficiency of computer systems by enabling power control at a fine granularity in both space and time. The energy conversion efficiency of on-chip regulators, however, is typically much lower than off-chip regulators, which results in significant energy losses. Fine-grained power control and high voltage regulator efficiency are difficult to achieve simultaneously, with either emerging on-chip or conventional off-chip regulators.

A voltage conversion framework that relies on a hierarchy of off-chip switching regulators and on-chip linear regulators is proposed to enable fine-grained power control with a regulator efficiency greater than 90%. A DVFS control policy that is based on a reinforcement learning (RL) approach is developed to exploit the proposed framework. Per-core RL agents learn and improve their control policies independently, while retaining the ability to coordinate their actions to accomplish system level power management objectives. When evaluated on a mix of 14 parallel and 13 multiprogrammed workloads, the proposed voltage conversion framework achieves 18% greater energy efficiency than a conventional framework that uses on-chip switching regulators. Moreover, when the RL based DVFS control policy is used to control the proposed voltage conversion framework, the system achieves a 21% higher energy efficiency over a baseline oracle policy with coarse-grained power control capability.

CCS Concepts
- Computer systems organization → Architectures;
- Hardware → Power and energy
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1. Introduction
Energy efficiency is a critical requirement in computer systems, from mobile platforms to desktop computers and enterprise servers. In a mobile device, the energy consumption must be kept low to sustain a sufficient battery lifetime; at a data center, the energy usage directly affects the recurring costs of ownership. Power management plays a significant role in achieving high energy efficiency. One of the most effective power management techniques, Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS), involves adaptively adjusting the supply voltage and clock frequency at runtime to reduce the power dissipation. Modern processors are equipped with DVFS capability to permit switching between power states, and there is substantial work in designing DVFS power management policies under the assumption of a lossless voltage conversion framework [12, 22, 44, 47, 50].

One of the key components that affects the efficiency of DVFS power management is a Voltage Regulator (VR). A VR converts the input voltage from the noisy power supply into one or more desired voltage levels to be used by the processor. Recent industry trends are toward integrating voltage regulators on chip [18], such that the granularity of DVFS in space (more voltage domains), time (faster response time), and voltage levels (smaller voltage steps) can all be improved, thereby enabling greater opportunities for more efficient power management. The energy conversion efficiency of most on-chip regulators, however, are significantly lower than off-chip voltage regulators that can only support coarse-grained power control. For example, commonly used voltage regulators, such as switching regulators and switched-capacitor regulators, suffer from significant energy efficiency losses (over 20% [23, 24, 31]). One type of linear regulator, the low dropout (LDO) voltage regulator, is generally considered suitable for on-chip integration [43] due to its area and speed advantages. The energy conversion efficiency of an LDO regulator, however, is dependent on the ratio of its output and input voltages; as a result, an LDO regulator can provide a high energy conversion efficiency within only a small voltage range, and is energy inefficient if it is used to supply a wide range of voltages. To
achieve both fine-granularity and high regulator efficiency, it is therefore extremely important to be aware of the on-chip regulator efficiency losses, and to adapt the voltage conversion framework and power control policies accordingly.

Existing control policies for DVFS typically rely on feedback-based control theory, or system power and performance modeling to identify the optimal voltage and frequency (VF) level. Simple approaches are often inaccurate in reacting to complex system behaviors. Sophisticated models, either analytical or statistical, require prior knowledge and careful calibration for a specific system; consequently, these models are difficult to port to new systems or customize to a given workload. Moreover, existing control policies are unaware that their decisions may affect the underlying regulator efficiency, which makes these policies generally incapable of making optimal DVFS control decisions in the context of on-chip regulators. Therefore, a model-free control policy that is aware of the voltage conversion framework, that learns across various systems and workloads, and takes runtime uncertainties into account is desirable.

We observe that on-chip voltage regulator efficiency significantly affects the achievable energy efficiency of the system. We propose a voltage conversion framework for DVFS power management, in which off-chip switching regulators and on-chip LDO regulators are organized in a hierarchy to facilitate per-core nanosecond response and a high regulator efficiency. The proposed framework achieves 18% greater energy efficiency than a typical per-core framework using only on-chip switching regulators. In addition, we propose a new control policy for DVFS, which employs a reinforcement learning approach to evolve optimal policies for an arbitrary system or workload at runtime. The learned policy takes the on-chip regulator efficiency loss into account, and minimizes the energy under a parameterized performance constraint. This policy is 21% more energy efficient as compared to an oracle policy with only coarse-grained power control.

2. Background

In this section, three commonly used voltage regulators are introduced, and their suitability for on-chip integration is discussed. Related work on DVFS, and the application of reinforcement learning techniques to architectural control problems is reviewed.

2.1 Voltage Regulators

In a typical power management system, an AC voltage is first converted to a DC voltage, after which the output is regulated via DC-DC converters that generate the required voltages for the processor and other circuit blocks. A DC-DC converter is called a voltage regulator. Three primary functions of a voltage regulator are to 1) isolate the processor from fluctuations in the power supply, 2) convert the input voltage to the desired level, and 3) regulate the output voltage to the processor, so that the voltage is insensitive to variations in input voltage, load current, and temperature.

Linear Regulators. A linear regulator operates based on the principle of resistive voltage division. A low drop-out (LDO) regulator is a type of widely used linear regulator that allows the output to achieve a small drop-out voltage as compared to the input. Two advantages that make LDO regulators suitable for on-chip integration are 1) a small area due to the absence of passive inductors (capacitor free LDOs have also been proposed [8, 9, 32]), and 2) fast load voltage regulation with low noise. However, the limiting factor is the poor energy conversion efficiency due to the loss on the resistors in series and on the control logic. The efficiency is given by

$$\eta = \frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} \eta_{current},$$

where $\eta_{current}$ is the current efficiency. Modern LDOs achieve near-optimal current efficiency (more than 99% [29, 52]); consequently, the energy conversion efficiency is primarily determined by the $V_{out}/V_{in}$ ratio. In other words, LDO regulators can achieve a high energy efficiency when the difference between the input and output voltages is kept small.

Switched Capacitor Regulators. A switched capacitor regulator, also referred as a charge pump converter, uses capacitors and switches to perform voltage conversion. Although lossless components are used, energy is consumed during the charge transfer. For on-chip integration, the switching frequency typically is increased to reduce the size of the capacitors, which results in greater dynamic power dissipation on the switches, thereby decreasing the energy conversion efficiency (typically less than 80% [15]). A primary limitation is the poor regulation quality, which limits the application to scenarios where voltage regulation is not required.

Switching Regulators. Switching regulators, also referred as DC-DC or buck converters, are widely used between the battery and the microprocessor. To achieve the voltage regulation, a periodic signal is rectified and fed into an $LC$ low pass filter to generate an output DC voltage. The level of this voltage is determined by the duty cycle of the periodic signal. To limit voltage and current ripples, the inductor and the capacitor must be sized up; consequently, switching regulators typically occupy a large area, and are employed off-chip. To realize on-chip integration, the switching frequency needs to be increased to reduce the size of the inductor and the capacitor. This increases the power loss, and significantly degrades the energy efficiency for on-chip integration scenarios (lower than 80% [25]).

The energy efficiency $\eta$ for all three regulators are related to the input and output voltages, but the relationship is more complicated for switched capacitor and switching regulators due to the additional tradeoffs in area, speed, and regulation quality. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these three voltage regulators. No existing regulator can enable both
fine-grained power control (space and time) and high energy conversion efficiency at the same time. In this paper, a hybrid framework is proposed that uses both off-chip switching regulators and on-chip LDOs for power control. As a result, fine-grained power control (small area and fast response), and a high regulator energy conversion efficiency can be achieved simultaneously.

2.2 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling

As the supply voltage continues to shrink, the effectiveness of DVFS and other power management techniques such as power gating may be hampered. However, the impact of voltage regulator efficiency losses on the overall energy consumption still matters, and in fact becomes more prominent. For example, at low voltages, LDOs lose $\frac{1}{3}$ of the total energy when switching from 0.7V to 0.6V, but only $\frac{1}{17}$ of the total energy when switching from 1.0V to 0.9V.

Earlier papers on power management take advantage of DVFS in various ways. Su et al. [50] build a linear regression model that can predict performance and power based on hardware performance counters. Other researchers [12, 22, 44, 47] similarly rely on analytical models and hardware events to make predictions. Kim et al. [25] perform a sensitivity analysis on on-chip switching regulators, and point out that the slow response and the large area of off-chip regulators constitute obstacles to effective DVFS power management. Godycki et al. [15] and Sinkar et al. [46] identify the response time and area inefficiency of off-chip regulators, and propose switch-capacitor and LDO-based DVFS frameworks to save energy. Other DVFS works focus on management policies. A clustered mechanism is proposed by Yan et al. [59] to allow only one core within a cluster to use an on-chip regulator for fine-grained power control, while the rest of the cores can switch only in a coarse-grained fashion using off-chip regulators. Similarly to prior work by Rangan et al. [41], this approach requires frequently migrating the threads among the cores. Our work differs from all of these efforts in that 1) the on-chip regulator efficiency is addressed in the proposed framework, and 2) the RL-based control policy is aware of the regulator efficiency, and is portable across platforms without accurate modeling of a specific system.

2.3 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning [3] is a computational approach learning a goal via interaction with an environment. It has been successfully applied to a broad range of applications, such as autonomous navigation [48], robots [4, 26], games [3], network routing [7], scheduling [34], optimization [13], and resource allocation [37, 51]. In computer systems, reinforcement learning has also been successfully employed in memory controllers for optimally scheduling DRAM commands [21].

As shown in Figure 1, a reinforcement learning system typically incorporates an agent (power manager) that acts as a learner and a decision maker, and an environment (system) that comprises everything outside the agent that interacts with the agent. These interactions occur in a sequence of discrete steps $t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$; in each step, the agent selects an action (voltage-frequency pair) and applies it to the environment; the environment responds to the action and presents a new state back to the agent. The environment also returns a reward (energy consumption), a numerical value whose long term sum the agent tries to optimize. A policy specifies how the agent behaves, and is inherently a mapping from the environment states to the probabilities of selecting different possible actions. Reinforcement learning can be treated as a process in which the agent continually evolves the policy as a result of its experience.

Markov Decision Processes. In reinforcement learning, the dynamics between states and actions are described by a Markov Decision Process (MDP), in which the next state and the expected reward value are determined by only the current state and action, instead of a complete history of all past states and actions. In the case of power management, the next system state and the energy reward depend on the current system state and the voltage-frequency pair selected; consequently, they can be approximated by an MDP and formulated within the reinforcement learning framework.

Goals and Rewards. An RL problem is formulated such that the cumulative sum of all rewards is the final target that the agent tries to optimize. The lifetime of the agent usually is infinite, and thus for practical purposes, a discounted cumulative reward is used as the objective function such that the sum of all future rewards converges in the limit:

$$R_t = r_{t+1} + \gamma r_{t+2} + \gamma^2 r_{t+3} + \ldots = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \gamma^k r_{t+k+1}$$

where $\gamma$, $0 \leq \gamma \leq 1$, is called the discount rate. $\gamma$ determines the impact of future rewards, such that a reward received $k$ steps in the future is worth only $\gamma^k$ times as much as an immediately received reward. When $\gamma = 0$, the agent becomes “myopic” in that it is only concerned with the immediate reward. As $\gamma$ approaches 1, the agent takes future rewards into account more strongly, and becomes more “farsighted”.

Policies and Action-Value Functions. Reinforcement learning is based on estimating value functions—i.e., functions of state-action pairs that evaluate “how good” it is for the agent to take a certain action in a given state. Typically, the value function is defined with a policy $\pi$. The action-value function for policy $\pi$ when taking action $a$ in state $s$ is evaluated at every time step $t$, and can be calculated using

$$Q^\pi(s, a) = E_\pi \{ R_t | s_t = s, a_t = a \}$$
The policy $\pi$ is a rule expressing how to select an action based on the value function. Typically, greedy policies are used in RL problems, such as the $\epsilon$-greedy policy, in which the policy $\pi$ selects an action in the current state with a maximum $Q^\pi(s, a)$ value, but is also permitted to pick a random action with a small probability of $\epsilon$. This forces the agent to select an optimal action towards the objective most of the time, while also allowing the agent to explore the unknown regions of the state space.

**Solution Methods.** Temporal difference (TD) learning algorithms are one category of RL solution methods that are inherently on-line. TD methods enable learning in every time step, and convergence to an optimal policy is guaranteed if the number of steps is sufficiently large. This is particularly favorable for fine-grained power management with on-chip regulators. One of the TD methods, Q-learning, is employed in this work. The update rule in each time step for Q-learning is

$$Q(s, a) = (1 - \alpha) \cdot Q(s, a) + \alpha [r + \gamma \cdot \max_{a'} Q(s', a')]$$

in which the system state is transitioned from $s$ to $s'$ by taking action $a$. $\alpha$ is the learning rate that determines how quickly Q-values change in response to the updates, and facilitates $Q(s, a)$ values to converge. The term $\max_{a'} Q(s', a')$ denotes the maximum $Q$ value for the next state $s'$ among all possible actions $a'$. The term $r + \gamma \cdot \max_{a'} Q(s', a')$ represents the total reward, which includes the immediate reward $r$, plus the sum of all discounted future rewards.

### 3. Motivation

In this section, a novel analytical model showing the relationship between the system energy efficiency and the regulator efficiency is built. A workload analysis showing the potential gains from nanosecond DVFS using on-chip regulators is also presented.

#### 3.1 Analytical Study of System Energy Efficiency With On-Chip Voltage Regulators

Energy loss due to on-chip regulators can consume a noticeable fraction of the overall system energy. When regulator efficiency is taken into account, the relationship between the supply voltage and system energy changes.

**From Cubic to Quadratic.** For static CMOS, the dynamic power consumption at frequency $f$ and voltage $V$ is given by $CV^2 f \alpha$, where $C$ is the load capacitance, and $\alpha$ is the activity factor. The frequency $f$ is roughly linearly proportional to the voltage $V$; therefore, the total power is a cubic function of the voltage. When the LDO efficiency $\eta = \frac{V}{V_{in}}$ is taken into account, however, the total dynamic power consumption becomes,

$$Power_{dyn} = \frac{CV^2 f \alpha}{\eta} = CVV_{in} f \alpha,$$

where $V_{in}$ is the regulator input voltage, which comes from the battery or other sources. If we assume that $V_{in}$ is fixed, the power becomes quadratically proportional to the voltage $V$, which makes it less effective to save power by scaling the voltage than typically assumed.

**System Energy Efficiency and Voltage Regulator Efficiency.** To model the system energy efficiency, analytical performance and power models are constructed. Based on the Roofline model [55], the performance of the system can be represented as:

$$Perf. = \begin{cases} 
Flops_{\text{peak}} \times f \times \beta & \text{(compute)} \\
I \times BW & \text{(mixed)} \\
BW_{\text{peak}} \times I & \text{(memory)} 
\end{cases}$$

where the performance for compute-bound workloads is limited by the peak compute capability of the system in flops/sec ($\beta$ is a parameter between 0 and 1), and is proportional to the frequency $f$. In contrast, the memory-bound workloads are constrained by the peak memory bandwidth of the system (bytes/sec). The arithmetic intensity $I$ (flops/byte) is determined by the workload characteristics. Workloads between these two extremes are classified as “mixed”.

The total power of the system is modeled by Equation [7]

$$Power = (C_0 + C_1 V + C_2 V^3) \times \frac{1}{\eta}$$

The system energy efficiency is calculated by $\frac{Power_{\text{perf}}}{Power}$. Figure 2 shows the instantaneous system energy efficiency v.s. the voltage (no DVFS transitions). For compute bound workloads under a constant regulator efficiency, there exists a maximum energy efficiency within the typical voltage range (e.g., 0.6V to 1.1V), while for memory bound workloads, the maximum energy efficiency is achieved at the lowest voltage. A system with on-chip switching regulators usually has a regulator efficiency below 80% (green-line). For an on-chip LDO based system, however, the regulator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of regulators</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear regulator</td>
<td>small ~0.01mm²</td>
<td>fast 1-100ns</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>limited by $V_{out}/V_{in}$</td>
<td>DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switched-capacitor regulator [23]</td>
<td>medium on-chip ~0.2mm²</td>
<td>medium on-chip &gt;100ns</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>medium on-chip low &gt;80%</td>
<td>flash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching regulator [24]</td>
<td>off-chip: large ~10mm²</td>
<td>off-chip: slow &gt;100µs</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>off-chip: high &gt;95%</td>
<td>EEPROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on-chip: medium ~1mm²</td>
<td>on-chip: medium &gt;100ns</td>
<td></td>
<td>on-chip: low &gt;80%</td>
<td>hard disk, SRAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison for three typical voltage regulators [33].
efficiency $\eta = \frac{V}{in}$ varies with $V$ and $V_{in}$. If input voltage $V_{in}$ is fixed at 1.1V (the smooth line in red), the system is energy efficient only at high voltages close to $V_{in}$, and thus LDOs are undesirable for wide range DVFS adjustments. On the other hand, if multiple input voltages are allowed (the broken line in red), and LDOs are limited to switch within only 100mV below each $V_{in}$, then LDO efficiency can be guaranteed to fall within the 90% to 100% range. Multiple input voltages can come from the high efficiency off-chip switching regulators, which requires a framework with a hybrid hierarchy of regulators. The tradeoffs involved in designing such a framework are discussed in the next section.

![Figure 2.](image)

**Figure 2.** The system energy efficiency varies with voltage and regulator efficiency ($\eta$). The smooth red-line shows the system is energy efficient only at high voltages if a fixed $V_{in}$ of 1.1V is provided for the LDO. The broken red-line shows the system can maintain high energy efficiency over a wide voltage range when a series of input voltages are available for the LDO. The system energy efficiency with on-chip switching regulators falls below the green-line ($\eta$=0.8).

### 3.2 Opportunities for Nanosecond DVFS

To save energy with DVFS, it is crucial to identify the execution intervals in which the performance requirements can be met while lowering the voltage and frequency levels. These intervals are defined as Candidate Intervals. Figure 3 shows the energy dissipation during representative execution intervals for workloads `art`, `fft`, and `swim`. 1000 intervals are plotted, where each interval is measured by 1K committed instructions on a core. An interval with peak energy is typically a candidate interval, in which the core may either take much longer time to finish a given amount of work (e.g., in memory intensive phases), or consumes high power but the performance does not improve commensurately (e.g., the peak energy efficiency in compute-bound workloads may not appear at the peak voltage. Figure 2 (a)). On-chip regulators are able to switch in every interval (~100ns), while off-chip regulators can only switch every 200 intervals (10-100µs), which causes many energy saving opportunities to be lost. The ability to identify sufficiently fine grained intervals with on-chip regulators therefore provides a greater opportunity to exploit energy-delay tradeoffs.

![Figure 3.](image)

**Figure 3.** Energy in 1000 intervals (1K instructions per interval). On-chip regulators allow fine-grained DVFS in every interval (~100ns), while off-chip regulators support coarse-grained control every 200 intervals (10-100µs).

### 4. Voltage Conversion Framework

Conventional voltage conversion frameworks typically employ either a single off-chip switching regulator (high efficiency but coarse-granularity), or multiple on-chip switching regulators (fine granularity but low efficiency). To enable power control with both fine granularity and high regulator efficiency, this section explores a hierarchical $M$-$N$ framework with two different types of regulators. Three variations of this framework are discussed and compared in terms of performance and cost.

#### 4.1 $M$-$N$ Schemes

Figure 4 shows $M$ off-chip switching regulators that provide $M$ distinct voltage levels and are connected to $N$ per-core on-chip LDOs, each of which can adjust its output voltage within a limited range relative to its input voltage. Off-chip switching regulators achieve a high efficiency but can only respond in microseconds. The limited ratio of the output voltage to the input voltage ensures that the LDOs can also maintain a high energy conversion efficiency. A switching fabric—implemented with transistor switches, and capable of responding in nanoseconds with reasonable cost—realizes the full connections between the off-chip and on-chip regulators. Different values of $M$ and $N$ result in different cost and performance tradeoffs, as will be discussed next.

**1-N Scheme.** This scheme uses a single ($M$=1) off-chip switching voltage regulator, no switching fabric, and $N$ on-chip LDO regulators. Similarly to [45], in which the off-chip switching regulator is in charge of slow, wide range voltage adjustments; each LDO has the freedom to fast tune the voltage in each core within a small voltage range. Since all of the LDOs share the same input voltage, this framework is suitable only for well balanced parallel applications.
Figure 4. Energy-delay Pareto plots for four voltage conversion frameworks. ART is multithreaded, and FBOM (fft, bt, ocean, mg), and SMCP (swim, mg, cg, sp) are multiprogrammed workloads. The energy and delay are normalized to 1-N scheme. Full-N constitutes the optimal boundary where both fine-granularity and near-perfect regulators are available. Baseline “Per-Core SW” is a framework with only on-chip switching regulators per core (η up to 80%).

Figure 5. A hybrid voltage conversion framework, where M off-chip switching regulators (η=1, microseconds response) and N on-chip LDOs (η=0.9−1 if V_{out}=0.9V_{in}−V_{in}, nanoseconds response) are connected via a switching fabric.

in which core-to-core variations in voltage demand are relatively small. It fails to handle cases efficiently in which different cores exhibit dissimilar behaviors.

**Full-N Scheme.** This scheme employs M off-chip switching regulators, and N on-chip LDO regulators. M should be large enough such that each switching regulator provides a distinct voltage, and together the switching and LDO regulators can cover the entire voltage range. Each on-chip LDO is free to choose one voltage as its input through the switching fabric. Table 2 shows M=3 is sufficient to cover the full voltage range (e.g., typically 1.1V to 0.72V at 22nm). Therefore, a lower bound in regulator efficiency of 90% can be guaranteed. This scheme achieves both fine granularity and high regulator efficiency, but incurs a high area cost due to too many off-chip switching regulators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input voltage</th>
<th>Step size</th>
<th>Output range</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1V</td>
<td>50mV</td>
<td>1.1V to 1.0V</td>
<td>min. 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95V</td>
<td>45mV</td>
<td>0.95V to 0.86V</td>
<td>min. 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8V</td>
<td>40mV</td>
<td>0.8V to 0.72V</td>
<td>min. 90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. A list of voltage ranges for LDOs.

**2-N Scheme.** This scheme is a trade-off between the two previous extremes. Two (M=2) off-chip switching regulators provide two distinct voltages that partially cover the full voltage range. N per-core LDOs can freely choose between these voltages as inputs. However, whenever one or more cores request a voltage out of the currently covered range, the result is a “voltage miss”, and one of the off-chip switching regulators may need to change its voltage, which takes microseconds. A simple “replacement” policy—majority vote—that greatly reduces the performance penalty is employed in this work. The off-chip switching regulators always provide two voltages that receive the most votes. The unserved cores are assigned a currently available voltage that is higher and closest to their requested voltages. The 2-N scheme opportunistically achieves fine-grained power control with a high regulator efficiency.

4.2 Energy-Delay Pareto Frontier

The design space exploration (Figure 4) for three frameworks, as well as a baseline framework with only on-chip switching regulators (shown as “Per-Core SW” with a practical efficiency up to 80%, a la the Intel Haswell processors) are explored. A step-wise 0/1 integer linear programming approach is used to generate the energy-delay points for each program. The energy-delay Pareto curves for the Full-N scheme constitute the lower bounds. These Pareto curves are close to the ideal case with fine-grained power control and perfect regulators, but the high cost of multiple off-chip regulators may render the Full-N scheme impractical. The cost-effective scheme 2-N achieves results close to Full-N, partially due to the infrequent voltage miss, and the inexpensive energy penalty (since unsatisfied cores will be assigned an available voltage closest to their optimal voltage). Per-Core SW performs better than 1-N for multiprogrammed workloads due to the fine-grained power control at each core, but performs worse than 2-N and Full-N, due to its lower regulator efficiency.

5. RL-based Control Policy

DVFS control policies can be decoupled from the proposed framework. Ad hoc policies that are unaware of regulator efficiencies, such as simple feedback-based policies or sophisticated, statistical policies are evaluated in Section 7. This section presents a new, scalable control policy that is aware of the regulator efficiency characteristics to better manage the system power.
5.1 Top Level Power Budget Allocation

To achieve a scalable control policy, this paper adopts a power bidding approach \[54\] for top-level power budget allocation. The power budget \( P_{\text{total}} \) is partitioned among \( N \) cores, and the power \( P_i \) assigned to the \( i \)th core is determined by:

\[
P_i = \frac{b_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} b_i} \times P_{\text{total}}
\]

(8)

where \( b_i \) is the bid raised from core \( i \) (reflecting the performance utility of that core). The bid is determined by the fairness and the instruction throughput losses compared to the last measurement. Therefore, the bid for the \( i \)th core is defined as:

\[
b_i = \frac{\text{ips}_{\text{loss}}}{\text{fairness}_i}
\]

(9)

where \( \text{ips} \) is instructions per second, and the \( \text{fairness}_i \) is defined as the local relative instruction throughput:

\[
\text{fairness}_i = \frac{\text{ips}_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{ips}_i}
\]

(10)

As a result of this construction, a slow agent that experiences a performance degradation will raise its bid; otherwise, the agent will keep a minimum bid.

5.2 Per-Core RL Agent

As introduced in Section 2 and depicted in Figure 5(b), the power manager of the system is modeled by the RL agent. It uses system statistics as states and energy consumption as the reward \( \mathcal{R} \), and makes decisions about which voltage and frequency action to take \( \mathcal{A} \). To learn from experience, the RL agent internally maintains a State-Action Mapping Table that follows the Q-leaning update rule \( \mathcal{Q} \). The entire process happens at each sampling interval (step), which is \( 1K \) instructions committed by the local core. The large number of sampling intervals obtained by the nanosecond sampling enables the RL agents to quickly converge to high quality control policies. RL agents are independent in making decisions, but also compete for the total power budget and cooperate by occasionally sharing experiences to speedup the learning process.

5.2.1 Problem Formulation

**Actions.** A voltage and frequency pair is defined as an action. The voltage and frequency space in this paper is divided into three ranges and nine levels, with a step size of 50-40 mV (Table 2). The frequency varies from 4 GHz to 800 MHz.

**State Space.** A vector of attributes is defined as a system state \( s \), as shown in Figure 6(a). The last two attributes (12 and 13) are the allocated power budget and the VR efficiency, while all of the other attributes are collected from performance counters. Attributes 1-2 represent runtime instruction composition, and are used to categorize an interval as compute-intensive, compute-branch, or memory-intensive. Attributes 3-6 describe cache behavior, and 7-8 are related to store instructions. Attributes 9-11 are statistics from the memory controller, and provide a closer look at memory events; large values indicate that the interval may be a candidate interval to lower voltage and frequency levels. To distinguish the memory activity incurred by local events and the possible contention from other cores, attributes 4-6 are reserved for local memory statistics, while 9-11 are global. As a result, RL agents are aware of contention, and can take actions accordingly. Resource allocation and contention resolution are separate issues and have been addressed in recent works \[5\] \[54\].

**Reward.** The immediate reward \( r \) is assigned a value of \(-1 \times \text{energy}\). Reinforcement learning is formulated to maximize the cumulative reward (total negative energy). As a result, maximizing total reward is equivalent to minimizing the total energy. The energy in an interval can be computed by \( \text{power} \times \text{time} \). The power can be measured or estimated using existing power models. The performance loss is computed between adjacent intervals. In cases when undesired performance losses are observed, the reward is assigned a large negative number (i.e., penalty) to prevent the losses. The initial rewards start at 0.

**State-Action Mapping Table.** This table records past experiences for all possible states and actions, and is the core of the online Q-learning process. An example is shown in Figure 6(b). State \( s \) is used to query the table at the RL-agent \( \mathcal{O} \); the action \( a_1 \) has the maximum Q-value (highest utility) in the matched entry, and thus is selected \( \mathcal{O} \). In addition, a random action may be selected with a small probability of \( \epsilon \) to ensure continual design space exploration (the \( \epsilon \)-greedy policy is described in Section 2.3). After taking the action, the system transits to state \( s' \). By following the Q-learning update rule \( \mathcal{Q} \), a Q-value is learned from the past experience (the old Q-value), and the total reward that incorporates the immediate reward \( r \) that results from the current action \( a \) and the discounted future reward \( \gamma \cdot \max_a Q(s', a') \).

**Learning Parameters.** Parameters are tuned offline iteratively and empirically. For example, \( \epsilon \) in the \( \epsilon \)-greedy policy is used for balancing exploration and exploitation. In this work, an agent with \( \epsilon > 0.1 \) explores more, and finds out optimal actions earlier, but performs worse in the long run because it often gets stuck in suboptimal actions. An agent with \( \epsilon < 0.01 \) improves slowly, but eventually performs better. The final selection of \( \epsilon = 0.05 \) is a trade-off between speed and long term results. Section 7 provides more detailed discussions on tuning the learning rate \( \alpha \) for speed, and discount rate \( \gamma \) for learning preference.

**Energy-Delay Space Exploration.** By adjusting the aforementioned penalty values, the performance constraint can be altered. A small penalty guides the RL agent towards the lowest energy with unconstrained performance loss. A large penalty drives the policy towards the lowest energy without a significant performance loss. Any penalty value in between will guide the online learning to find the low-
est energy under a specific performance constraint. Figure 7 shows a static regression model derived from simulation. It depicts how the penalty is related to performance constraints, and can be used at runtime to select on appropriate penalty value.

**Experience Sharing.** RL agents learn from experience. An experience sharing approach—“Max share” [30]—is employed to speedup the learning process. A shared copy of the Prototype-Action Mapping Table is maintained in memory. Each core takes turns to check the shared copy every 10K intervals. Since each prototype maintains a nVisit counter that tracks its learning history, the θ-values of a more experienced prototype with a larger nVisit will get copied from a local table to the shared table, or vice versa.

#### 5.2.2 Feature Selection

Feature selection is employed at design time to select a subset of the system attributes when constructing the system state. To arrive at the state attributes in Figure 6 (a), an initial attribute space with 2500 features is searched by a best-first algorithm [58], and the utility of each subset is evaluated by a Cfs Subset Evaluator [17]. The most useful subset is chosen as the state representative used by the reinforcement learning. By reducing the dimensionality of the initial state space and removing redundant data points, it also limits overfitting, and facilitates the training process.

#### 5.2.3 Adaptive Kanerva Coding

As discussed above, the State-Action Mapping Table records the Q-values of all possible states and actions. The table size can be exponentially large when each attribute has multiple values, and this poses a significant challenge to reinforcement learning algorithms. Kanerva Coding [1] is an approximation approach to reduce the complexity of high dimensionality, and is used in this work. As shown in Figure 6 (c), the State-Action Mapping Table is replaced with a Prototype-Action Mapping Table that incorporates only a subset of the states.

**Prototype.** A state that is selected to be the representative of a subset of states is called a prototype p. A state s is adjacent to a prototype p, if they are the same, or differ by only one element. For example, state <1,0,2> is adjacent to prototype <1,1,2>, but not to prototype <1,2,3>.

**Prototype-Action Mapping Table.** A set of chosen prototypes constitute the Prototype-Action Mapping Table (Figure 6 (c)), which is substantially smaller than the State-Action Mapping Table that includes all possible states and actions. Similarly to conventional Q-learning, the table entries record past experiences using θ-values to approximate Q-values. State s is used to query the table ①, and every adjacent prototype is considered a match. The adjacency, μ(s), is 1 if the state s is adjacent to a prototype p, and is 0 otherwise. The action α1 that has the maximum approximate Q'-value (given by the sum of all adjacent θ-values) is chosen ②. The Q-learning update rule is modified to incorporate Kanerva Coding ③.

**Adaptive Kanerva Coding.** The size of the table and the distribution of the chosen prototypes in the state space affect the performance of Kanerva coding.

Two principles are respected using an adaptive approach [1] to guarantee high performance: (1) no prototype is visited too often to prevent collisions—cases where too many states are adjacent to one prototype, so the prototype cannot distinguish among different states; and (2) no prototype is visited too infrequently.

- **Replacement.** Each prototype maintains a counter nVisit, to count its visit frequency. When a state query results in a miss in the table, i.e., no adjacent prototype is found, the prototype with the smallest nVisit is replaced.
- **Deletion and split.** To avoid being stuck with a few “hot” prototypes, and to remove rarely visited prototypes, these
prototypes are periodically deleted or split, as enforced by a update rate. After deleting a “cold” entry, the most visited prototypes are split into two adjacent prototypes by randomly incrementing one of the attributes.

5.2.4 Hardware Implementation

Learning and making predictions at a 1K-instruction interval imposes a latency requirement on the algorithm. To address this need, a hardware control unit is implemented and fully pipelined at the processor core clock frequency. Similarly to prior work [20], the control logic is divided into a 5-stage pipeline, where stage-1 is used to sense and discretize attributes from the system; stage-2 is used to query \( \theta \)-values and compute adjacencies; stage-3 is used to calculate the approximate maximum \( Q \) value; and stage-4 and stage-5 are used to update \( \theta \)-values in the Prototype-Action Mapping Table. Different from prior work [20], the approximation method—adaptive Kanerva coding—requires a much smaller table for the prototypes. A local table of 64 entries, which takes less than 1KB SRAM storage, is sufficient. The pipeline logic is implemented in Verilog RTL and fully synthesized at 45nm; the results are scaled to 22nm using the methodology described in prior work [14]. The area for an RL agent (including statistics preprocessing logic) is 284\( \mu \)m\(^2\), and the peak power is 0.89mW, which makes it feasible for the RL agent to be implemented in a local core.

6. Experimental Setup

We evaluate the system energy efficiency \( \frac{1}{\text{energy}} \) under a 5% performance loss constraint (relative to running at the highest voltage and frequency). We present two levels of comparisons: 1) comparison among voltage conversion frameworks (Table 3) with the same oracle control policy (the baseline framework is “PerCore SW” using only on-chip switching regulators); and 2) comparison among different control policies on the same framework (2-N). The baseline policy is a coarse-grained optimal control policy (“Coarse-optimal”). Simple ad hoc policies that are unaware of regulator efficiency characteristics are also evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frameworks</th>
<th>On-chip VR</th>
<th>Off-chip</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-N</td>
<td>LDO ( \eta \geq 0.9 )</td>
<td>1 SW</td>
<td>coarse</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-N</td>
<td>LDO ( \eta \geq 0.9 )</td>
<td>2 SWs</td>
<td>limited fine</td>
<td>med</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-N</td>
<td>LDO ( \eta \geq 0.9 )</td>
<td>3 SWs</td>
<td>fine</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerCore SW</td>
<td>SW ( \eta &lt; 0.8 )</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>line</td>
<td>line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Voltage conversion framework configurations. On-chip voltage regulators are per core, and the baseline “PerCore SW” uses only on-chip switching regulators (SW).

On-demand policy [38]. This is a simple feedback based control policy that is similar to the commercially used CPUpfreq policy in Linux governors, and isポートo operate at the nanosecond granularity. This policy is based on the per-core utilization: when the utilization exceeds an up threshold, the core frequency is raised to the maximum; if the utilization drops below a down threshold, the core frequency is decreased by a predefined amount (e.g., 20%).

PPEP-like policy [50]. This is a recent, sophisticated, modeling based control policy. Essentially it includes four analytical and statistical models: a performance model, an idle power model, a dynamic power model, and a power prediction model that predicts power for voltage-frequency levels different from the current level. A one-step capping strategy is used to select a voltage-frequency level that maximizes the performance under a power cap or minimizes the power under a performance constraint.

Proposed RL policy. The proposed reinforcement learning policy (Section 5) is tuned via a series of sensitivity studies (Section 7), and initialized as follows: all \( \theta \)-values in the Prototype-Action Mapping Table are set to 0; the learning rate \( \alpha \) is set to 0.1; the discount rate \( \gamma \) is set to 0.95; the probability \( \epsilon \) in the \( \epsilon \)-greedy policy is set to 0.05; and the system is initialized to the highest voltage and frequency.

6.1 Architecture

A four-core OoO processor with one hardware context per core, and two DDR3 memory channels is simulated with a heavily modified SESC [42] simulator. Core parameters are presented in Table 4 and the voltage-frequency pairs are shown in Table 2. The processor power is evaluated with McPAT [33] at 22nm, and main memory power is derived from a Micron data sheet [35] for DDR3-1066. The RL agents are implemented in RTL with Cadence NCSim and synthesized with the Synopsys Design Compiler at 45nm using the NanGate standard cell library [36]. The numbers are scaled to 22nm using the scaling factors reported in [14]. The 0/1 integer linear programming in the design space exploration is evaluated with a linear solver, Gurobi [16]. The feature selection for the reinforcement learning is performed with WEKA [56].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base voltage-frequency</td>
<td>1.1 V, 4-GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch, rename, dispatch width</td>
<td>4, 4, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue, commit, writeback width</td>
<td>6, 4, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch prediction</td>
<td>combined branch predictor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTL, RAS</td>
<td>1024 4-way, 1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch, issue, load, store queue</td>
<td>48, 64, 48, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALU, FPU, load, store unit</td>
<td>6, 6, 4, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reorder buffer</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical register files</td>
<td>mt256, lip256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLC, sTLB</td>
<td>32-entry, 4-way, 32KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private L1 instruction cache</td>
<td>32KB, 8-way, 64B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private L1 data cache</td>
<td>32KB, 8-way, 64B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared L2 cache</td>
<td>5MB, 8-way, 64B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware prefetcher</td>
<td>stream prefetcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence protocol</td>
<td>MESI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main memory</td>
<td>PR-PCPS, open-page policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Architectural simulation setup

6.2 Applications

A mix of 14 parallel and 13 multiprogrammed workloads are evaluated (Table 5 and 6). Parallel benchmarks are from the NAS OpenMP [2], NuMineBench [40], Phoenix (pthread) [60], SPEC OpenMP [11], and SPLASH-2 [57] suites. Single threaded benchmarks are from the SPEC
2006 [19] and Phoenix (sequential) [60] suites, and are combined to form multiprogrammed workloads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parall. Benchmarks</th>
<th>Suite</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCALAPACK</td>
<td>NuMinBench</td>
<td>P-26-A/12-D125K.tab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>NAS OpenMP</td>
<td>Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>NAS OpenMP</td>
<td>Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>NAS OpenMP</td>
<td>Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>NAS OpenMP</td>
<td>Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-OOMP</td>
<td>SPEC OpenMP</td>
<td>MinneSpec-Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIM-OOMP</td>
<td>SPEC OpenMP</td>
<td>MinneSpec-Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATRIX MUL</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>3000 x 3000 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISTO</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>test small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>SPLASH-2</td>
<td>2nd complex data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOLESKY</td>
<td>SPLASH-2</td>
<td>ILK-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN</td>
<td>SPLASH-2</td>
<td>514 x 514 ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAYTRACE</td>
<td>SPLASH-2</td>
<td>car.env</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMM</td>
<td>SPLASH-2</td>
<td>input.2048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Parallel applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MP Benchmarks</th>
<th>Composition &amp; Inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>401.BZIP2</td>
<td>4 x BZIP2, chicken.jpg (SPEC06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403.GCC</td>
<td>4 x GCC, 166.1 (SPEC06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429.MCF</td>
<td>4 x MCF, inp.in in train (SPEC06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470.LBM</td>
<td>4 x LBM, 100-100-130-ldc.of (SPEC06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462.LIBQUANTUM</td>
<td>4 x LIBQUANTUM, 143.25 (SPEC06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEC-BBML</td>
<td>2 x BZIP2, MCF, LBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEC-QBBM</td>
<td>LIBQUANTUM, 2 x BZIP2, LBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEC-QBBM</td>
<td>2 x LIBQUANTUM, BZIP2, MCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOENIX-HLWP</td>
<td>HISTO, Linear, WordCount, PCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOENIX-HWSN</td>
<td>HISTO, WordCount, StringMatch, PCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOENIX-HSPK</td>
<td>HISTO, StringMatch, PCA, KMEANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOENIX-SSPP</td>
<td>2 x StringMatch, 2 x PCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Multiprogrammed applications.

7. Evaluation

This section presents energy efficiency for different frameworks and control policies. The parameter tuning process is presented with a series of sensitivity studies.

7.1 Energy Efficiency of DVFS Frameworks

Figure 8 depicts the energy efficiency results achieved by the four frameworks presented in Table 3 as well as an “Ideal” framework with perfect regulators and fine-granularity in space and time.

The 1-N scheme achieves a high regulator efficiency, but all of the cores are locked to the same small voltage range. As a result, 1-N performs well only on parallel workloads such as matrix multiply, cholesky, sp, and fmm, which are well balanced and exhibit little core-to-core variability in voltage.

The baseline “Typical Per-Core SW” scheme permits flexibly tuning the voltage and frequency in space and time, but suffers from a low regulator efficiency (< 0.8). As a result, except for workloads that exhibit fine-grained phases with disparate voltage and frequency levels, such as fft, scalparc, cg, and swim, it performs worse than several of the other frameworks with greater regulator efficiencies.

The Full-N and “Ideal” frameworks enjoy the fine-granularity in space and time, maintain a high regulator efficiency (η=0.9~1 for Full-N, η=1 for “Ideal”), and perform better than the baseline. However, due to the high cost of multiple off-chip regulators, Full-N may not be practical.

The 2-N scheme achieves a high regulator efficiency, while allowing power control within the full voltage range with a limited flexibility. It performs close to Full-N in most cases where workload behavior is not overly diverse. In some cases, such as cg, the optimal voltage and frequency levels fluctuate among 3 ranges, which leads to frequent “voltage misses” and makes 2-N perform worse than Full-N. On average, 2-N delivers 18% higher energy efficiency as compared to the baseline.

7.2 Energy Efficiency of Control Policies

On the selected framework 2-N, four DVFS control policies are evaluated, as shown in Figure 9. The baseline “Coarse-Optimal” uses an oracle control policy at the microsecond granularity, and thus sets an upper bound on coarse-grained control. All other policies assume nanosecond fine-grained control.

The on-demand policy is a simple, feedback-based policy that prioritizes performance. It does not perform well for Phoenix benchmarks, such as histogram, HWSP, and HSPK mix, and memory bound benchmarks, such as 470.lbm and 429.mcf. The memory events reduce the activity, but do not necessarily decrease the core utilization. Therefore, the maximum frequency is selected to improve the marginal performance, but opportunities to save more energy are lost.

The PPEP-like policy is heavily dependent on the accuracy of the models. One of the key observations in PPEP [50] is that the lowest energy is achieved at the lowest voltage and frequency level, which is not true in our observations for compute bound workloads (Figure 2 in Section 3). This inaccuracy makes it miss energy saving opportunities for workloads involving abundant computations, such as matrix-multiply, and workloads with a fair mix of computation and memory activity, such as fft, mile, scalparc, and swim.

The RL policy relies on experience to learn an optimal policy on-the-fly; as a result, workloads exhibiting repeated patterns converge faster and achieve the most energy savings, such as fft, cg, and swim. These workloads also have fine-grained phases (Figure 3) that make the nanosecond RL policy effective in saving energy as compared to the coarse-grained baseline. Multiprogrammed workloads in which each core runs the same application (403.gcc, 433.milc) or applications with similar behavior (PHOENIX-HSPK) exhibit good results, because the learned policy is universal, and captures the common characteristics. However, workloads such as 429.mcf and 470.lbm save little energy over the baseline. They exhibit long memory intensive phases; as a result, the coarse grained policy is sufficiently effective. On average, the RL policy improves the energy efficiency by 21% over the baseline.

7.3 Online Energy-Delay Space Exploration

The performance constraint for the proposed RL policy is adjusted on demand. To minimize the energy under a specific delay, the reward for the RL agent must be set accord-
Figure 8. Energy efficiency (1/Energy) under a maximum of 5% performance loss is normalized to the baseline “Typical Per-Core SW”—a framework with only on-chip switching regulators ($\eta < 80\%$). The same oracle control policy is assumed for all frameworks.

Figure 9. Energy efficiency (1/Energy) normalized to the baseline “Coarse-optimal”—a coarse-grained control policy with perfect knowledge of the workloads. All policies are running on the same framework 2-N under a maximum 5% performance loss constraint.

Figure 10. Online energy-delay space exploration by adjusting the reinforcement learning penalty reward from 1 to 10k.

Figure 11. System ED product v.s. probability $\epsilon$, and discount rate $\gamma$. Results are normalized to the setting ($\epsilon = 0.05$, $\gamma = 0.9$) in this work.

Figure 12. System ED product v.s. the number of RL sharing agents (cores), and the sharing frequency. Results are normalized to the setting (4 agents, 10K intervals) in this work.

7.4 Sensitivity Study for RL Control Policy

The parameter tuning process for reinforcement learning and Kanerva coding is explained in this section.

7.4.1 Sensitivity to RL parameters

$\epsilon$-Greedy Policy. The plot on the left hand side of Figure 11 shows the relationship between the achieved system energy-
delay (ED) product and the $\epsilon$ values used in the $\epsilon$-greedy policy. As $\epsilon$ increases, the exploration vs. exploitation balance is tilted toward exploration; as a result, a greater number of sub-optimal actions have to be taken along the learning process, resulting in a degradation in the ED product.

Discount Rate $\gamma$. The plot on the right hand side of Figure [11] shows the impact of varying the discount rate $\gamma$ from 0 to 1, which places progressively greater emphasis on future rewards. In the extreme cases, where $\gamma$ is 0 or 1, the learning mechanism becomes either too “myopic” (failing to establish connections to the ultimate goal) or too “farsighted” (failing to converge), which negatively affects the system ED product.

Experience Sharing. The plot on the left of Figure [12] shows the influence of varying number of RL agents. As expected, experience sharing speeds up the learning as the number of agents increases, since the agents start to apply the optimal policy earlier. However, a diminishing reward is observed for the system ED product, because the improvement stops bringing extra benefits after convergence. The plot on the right hand side of Figure [12] shows the impact of varying the sharing frequency. Too frequent sharing incurs increased memory traffic and communication that consumes extra energy. Too infrequent sharing is also less effective, since each agent becomes largely independent and takes less advantage of other’s experiences.

7.4.2 Sensitivity to Kanerva Coding Parameters

Prototype-Action Mapping Table Size. The plot on the left of Figure [13] shows that an excessively small table limits the coverage of the state space, resulting in either too many “collisions” or frequent replacements, and ultimately a degradation of the system ED product. Increasing the size of the table typically improves performance; however, too many entries in the table increases the implementation overhead.

Table Update Rate. The plot on the right hand side of Figure [13] shows the impact of the update rate. An excessively high update rate causes thrashing at the table. Newly inserted prototypes may be deleted before they are warmed up. In contrast, an excessively low update rate causes the table to follow only the least-frequently-used rule, which works well in the early stages of design space exploration, but can be problematic in the later stages, where no unknown state is encountered and no new states are inserted.

8. Conclusions

On-die integration of voltage regulator modules enables precise and fine-grained DVFS power management, and holds significant potential to improve the energy-efficiency of future microprocessors. We observe that on-chip voltage regulator efficiency affects the achievable energy savings. Power management frameworks with on-chip regulators should therefore be aware of the regulator efficiency loss. We propose a voltage conversion framework that leverages both off-chip switching regulators and on-chip LDOs to enable fine-grained DVFS as well as a high regulator efficiency. On top of this framework, a reinforcement learning based control policy is proposed. It does not rely on accurate offline models, and instead learns and evolves an optimal policy at runtime. As compared to a conventional framework with only on-chip switching regulators, the proposed framework 2-N saves 18% in energy, and the proposed RL policy achieves 21% greater energy efficiency than an oracle coarse-grained control policy, both under a maximum of 5% performance loss. We conclude that the proposed framework and policy hold the potential to significantly improve the energy efficiency of future computer systems.
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